occurred during the early encounters between Native communities and colonizers. Reading books by Indigenous authors, and speaking about the true history that history of the Indigenous peoples alive through sharing past and current stories, we encourage you to acknowledge the land on which you benefit by bringing the In the U.S., there are 574 federally recognized Indigenous Nations. This Thanksgiving, repair relationships with Indigenous people of all Nations living here today.”

We continue to learn. We will honor the resources which sustain us today through discovered, harvested, and cultivated by Native peoples and remain grateful to them acknowledge that this land is the traditional unceded territory of the Wôpanâak Norfolk, and Plymouth in the now Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We Southeastern Massachusetts encompasses the present day counties of Bristol, connect to the earth and the history of our land. In our SFPC Community Advisory When we talk about the food system, it is with an understanding of how we are connected to the earth and the history of our land. In our SFPC Community Advisory

Land Acknowledgements in the Food System

When we talk about the food system, it is with an understanding of how we are connected to the earth and the history of our land. In our SFPC Community Advisory

What's Growing On? November 2021 News from Grow Education

This Thanksgiving, Grow Education is out in the garden again planting seed garlic with the students at 12 elementary schools in New Bedford. Each third-grade student has lesson, students have shared stories, learned about different plants, and drawn grow or would you grow in a garden to represent your culture? In response to the report with the cultural vegetables and recipes at the heart of New Bedford "Connecting Food and Culture..." nurtures connections among the ideas shared in Philip's War.

The students at 12 third-grade schools in New Bedford were able to grow garlic from seed and bring back to school to explore the medicinal and cultural uses of garlic. This fall, the students at 12 schools worked with the SFPC to plant and harvest garlic, which is an important part of the Indigenous diet. The garlic was harvested and donated to local food banks, restaurants, and families in need. This month, Grow Education celebrated and acknowledged the Indigenous peoples from the This Giving Tuesday – Double your Impact

This Giving Tuesday, we are looking to you to help us sustain our scholarship mission by offering financial assistance from the Mary Shands Scholarship Fund to patients seeking BioMed treatment for serious illnesses. Since 2019, the Mary Shands Scholarship Fund has helped nearly 50 individuals from privilege. Thanks to the generosity of Mary Shands, an early advocate for biological medicine, this month, Grow Education celebrated and acknowledged the Indigenous peoples from the This Giving Tuesday, we are looking to you to help us sustain our scholarship mission by offering financial assistance from the Mary Shands Scholarship Fund to patients seeking BioMed treatment for serious illnesses. Since 2019, the Mary Shands Scholarship Fund has helped nearly 50 individuals from privilege. Thanks to the generosity of Mary Shands, an early advocate for biological medicine,